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Astroparticle Physics and Particle Physics

• Astroparticle Physics looks at objects of 
cosmic accelerators over a wide 
spectrum of energies 

• Gamma rays 

• Protons and electrons 

• Heavy ions 

• Neutrinos

Particle Physics 
employs controlled 
accelerators at fixed 

energies 



Rotational Curves of Galaxies

• Outer rim of galaxies is 
seen to rotate faster 
than expected from 
Newtonian mechanics 

• there is more mass 
than is seen 
interacting

Dark Matter



Currently executing the ongoing European 
Strategy for Particle Physics (ESPP) 
… 
preparing the Update of the ESPP in 2020
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The European Strategy for Particle Physics  
Update 2013  

 
 
 

Having finalised its text by consensus at its Session of 22 March 2013, the Council is now 

invited to formally adopt the Update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics set out 

in this document. 



LHC as #1 tool…



Example of Dark Matter Search at the LHC
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Search for Exotic Compact Objects 

• WIMP miracle 

• dark matter as a 
weakly-interacting 
particle with mass 
≈100 GeV  

• flurry of experiments 
with sensitivities in 
the region >10 GeV

WIMP	miracle:	dark	matter	is	a	weakly-
interacting	particle	with	mass	≈	100	GeV



Search for dark photons

• Hypothesis: Dark sector not directly 
interacting with SM fields 

• Coupling through kinetic term with 
mixing ε 

• Dark photons A’ couple with 
strength 10-6<ε<10-2 and would 
open a portal for searches 

• LHCb searches (online) in µµ mode

Search for dark photons: A’→µ+µ−

• A promising  channel to detect dark photons is A’→µ+µ−

• The signal yield can be directly inferred from γ∗→µ+µ−: fully data driven analysis
• At LHCb: search for A’→µ+µ− in run 2 data (1.5 fb-1)
• Dedicated trigger in the TURBO stream

[LHCb-PAPER-2017-038]

Direct trigger output, no offline analysis!
Rate limited by L0 trigger: ε ~ 3%
[LHCb preliminary – 1.5 fb-1]

25/09/2017 SPC Meeting G. Passaleva 10
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Υ(3S)Search for dark photons: A’→µ+µ−

• Two signatures searched:
� Prompt decays (compatible with coming from primary vertex): mµµ < 70 GeV
� Long leaved:  214 < m(A’) < 350 MeV

• No signal found → exclusion plot

[LHCb-PAPER-2017-038]

• LHCb has sensitivity at the level 
of B-factories  in the low mass 
region

• Most stringent constraints for 
10.6 < m(A’) < 70 GeV

• First exclusion limits to long-lived 
dark photons at a non-beam-
dump experiment

• Main limitation from L0: ε ~ 3%
• Huge increase in sensitivity 

expected in run 3 thanks to the 
fully software trigger (no L0)

25/09/2017 SPC Meeting G. Passaleva 11

long-lived preliminary

√s = 13 TeV – 1.5 fb.1

Search for dark photons [new]

• As a possible explanation for dark matter, a 
“dark sector” is postulated, with fields not 
interacting directly with SM fields. 

• Dark fields interact with SM fileds through the 
lagrangian kinetic terms with a mixing strength 
ε.

• Dark vector fields A’ are called “dark photons” 
and they weakly couple to SM electromagnetic 
current with a coupling eε where 10-6 < ε < 10-2

depending on the models

• This mixing provides a “portal” for production 
and detection of A’ via SM particles (“visible 
dark photons”)

[LHCb-PAPER-2017-038]

25/09/2017 SPC Meeting G. Passaleva 9

coupling eε

LHCb



Astroparticle Physics and Particle Physics

• Astroparticle Physics looks at objects of 
cosmic accelerators over a wide spectrum 
of energies 

• Gamma rays 

• Protons and electrons 

• Heavy ions 

• Neutrinos 

• Graviton

Particle Physics 
employs controlled 
accelerators at fixed 

energies 



Observation of Gravitational Waves
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Further analysis, using general-relativity-based waveform models, shows that GW150914 is 
consistent with the coalescence of a binary black hole system, with the initial black holes massing 
36E;`L M

¤ and 29E;`; M
¤

 merging into a final black hole at 62E;`; M
¤

. The final object is more massive 
than any other previously known stellar black hole. Its luminosity distance is estimated to 410EY^F`YJF 
Mpc. Energy corresponding to 3.0 ± 0.5 M

¤
 was released in the event in the form of gravitational 

radiation. The analysis leading to these parameters and an investigation of the effects of waveform 
model systematics are described in B.P. Abbott et al. [41]. A direct comparison with numerical 
simulations in general relativity is shown in B.P. Abbott et al. [42].   
 

 

Figure 5: Top: The 
calculated gravitational-
wave amplitude. Bottom: 
The Keplerian effective 
black hole separation, in 
units of the Schwarzschild 
radius, and relative 
velocity, in units of the 
speed of light (figure from 
[12]). 

 
 
The probability of the event occurring by chance, due to coincident background noise in the two 
detectors was estimated to be less than 2´10-7. The corresponding false alarm rate is one event in 
203000 years. Searches for long-range correlations between the two sites showed no evidence for 
significant temporally correlated disturbances [12] (see also [43]). 
 
 
Figure 5 shows the numerical-relativity based waveform for GW150914 using the estimated black 
hole parameters. 
 
Gravitational-wave detectors have very poor spatial resolution. Given the coincident observation 
at the two LIGO sites, the source of GW150914 could only be mapped out as an arc on the sky 
located mainly in the southern hemisphere. This region was studied in many follow-up campaigns 
looking for coincident electromagnetic signals in radio, optical, infrared, X-ray and gamma-ray, 
and for coincident neutrinos. No significant coincidences were reported.  
 
Two additional significant detections of passing gravitational waves, GW151226 and GW170104 
[13, 14], have been reported. GW170104 was again a loud event, first identified by inspection of 
low-latency triggers from the Livingston detector. GW151226 was found using a matched-filter 
procedure. In both cases, the observations could be interpreted in terms of the merging of black 
holes.  
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the source parameters, which are then refined using numerical simulations of binary black hole 
mergers.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 4: The gravitational-wave event GW150914. Left column: LIGO Hanford (H1) time 
series, filtered (top panel); theoretical waveform for a system with parameters consistent with 
those for GW150914 and the residual remaining after subtraction of the theoretical waveform 
from the observed, filtered time series (middle panels); time-frequency representation of the 
strain data (bottom panel). Right column: corresponding information for the LIGO Livingston 
(L1) observation. For a visual comparison, the top right panel shows as an overlay the H1 data, 
corrected for the difference in the detectors’ relative orientation and shifted by the difference in 
arrival times of 6.9EF.;`F.L ms. All times are relative to the trigger time, September 14, 2015 at 
9:50:45 UTC (figure from [12]).  
 
 
Figure 4 [12] summarizes the observations: The signal increases in frequency and amplitude over 
200 ms, reaching a maximum amplitude at about 150 Hz. The most likely interpretation for this 
evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting massive bodies, while emitting gravitational radiation. 
Estimating the frequency and its time derivative from the data shown in figure 4, the formula for 
chirp mass indicates that the lower limit for the sum of the masses of the two objects is about 70 
M

¤
. The large total mass and the fact that the objects reach a relatively high frequency before 

merging points to inspiraling black holes. 

Nobel Prize Gravitational Waves 2017



While mostly using its accelerators for research CERN establishes 
formal contacts to neighbouring fields…



CERN Recognized Experiments

• Recognized experiments must have substantial participation of 
physicists from several CERN Member States. 

• Recognized experiments must already be approved by relevant 
agencies and be reasonably funded. 

• Whenever an experiment requests this status the case will be 
handled by the Recognized Experiments Committee, where the 
requirements will be defined and discussed. The Committee will 
present to the Research Board the recommendation for granting 
RE status. 
The Research Board will judge whether recognition by CERN is 
appropriate, in which case this should not be taken to imply that 
CERN has in any sense approved the experiment. 

• …

Number Experiment First Recognized valid until

RE 1 AMS 1997 31-DEC-2019

RE 2b Pamela 1999 31-DEC-2018

RE 3 Auger 1998 31-DEC-2018

RE 6 Antares 1999 31-DEC-2019

RE 7 Fermi 
(former 

2000 31-DEC-2018

RE 8 LISA-PF 2000 31-DEC-2018

RE 10 IceCube 2005 31-DEC-2018

RE 11 MICE 2005 31-DEC-2018

RE 12 MEG 2005 31-DEC-2018

RE 13 T2K 2006 31-DEC-2018

RE 14 Katrin 2007 31-DEC-2019

RE 17 Magic 2008 31-DEC-2017

RE 18 ArDM 2008 31-DEC-2017

RE 19 CREAM 2010 31-DEC-2018

RE 20 Belle II 2011 31-DEC-2019

RE 21 CBM 2011 31-DEC-2019

RE 22 Panda 2011 31-DEC-2019

RE 23 CTA-PP 2011 31-DEC-2017

RE 25 CALET 2012 31-DEC-2017

RE 26 Borexino 2012 31-DEC-2017

RE 27 NEXT 2013 31-DEC-2018

RE 28 Advanced 
Virgo

2013 31-DEC-2018

RE 29 DAMPE 2014 31-DEC-2019

RE 30 KM3NeT 
Phase 1

2014 31-DEC-2019

RE 31 Euclid 2015 31-DEC-2018

RE 33 LIGO 2016 31-DEC-2018

RE 34 JUNO 2017 31-DEC-2019

RE 35 SNO+ 2017 31-DEC-2019



CERN Recognized Experiments mentioned in APPEC Strategy

• 18 of 28 currently listed Recognized 
Experiments are mentioned in the new 
APPEC Strategy 

• Charged particles 

• Neutrinos 

• Dark matter 

• Gravitational Waves

Number Experiment First Recognized valid until

RE 1 AMS 1997 31-DEC-2019
RE 2b Pamela 1999 31-DEC-2018

RE 3 Auger 1998 31-DEC-2018
RE 6 Antares 1999 31-DEC-2019

RE 7 Fermi (former GLAST) 2000 31-DEC-2018

RE 8 LISA-PF 2000 31-DEC-2018
RE 10 IceCube 2005 31-DEC-2018

RE 14 Katrin 2007 31-DEC-2019
RE 17 Magic 2008 31-DEC-2017

RE 18 ArDM 2008 31-DEC-2017
RE 23 CTA-PP 2011 31-DEC-2017

RE 26 Borexino 2012 31-DEC-2017
RE 27 NEXT 2013 31-DEC-2018

RE 28 Advanced Virgo 2013 31-DEC-2018
RE 30 KM3NeT Phase 1 2014 31-DEC-2019

RE 31 Euclid 2015 31-DEC-2018

RE 33 LIGO 2016 31-DEC-2018
RE 34 JUNO 2017 31-DEC-2019



Higgs Particle

• Higgs is the fundmental scalar of particle physics 

• Higgs particle couples to mass 

• Portal to new physics



H → fermions

Paolo Meridiani

OBSERVATION OF H➝!!

25

CMS HIG-16-043 

4.9σ (4.7σ exp)

4 !! channels (!h!h, e!h, μ!h, eμ) x 3 categories (0-jet, boosted, VBF) 
  2D fit signal extraction: m!! vs (! decay mode, pT, di-jet mass) 

Observation of !! decay mode from a single experiment: 4.9σ (4.7σ exp), 5.9σ when 
combined with CMS Run1  

sensitivity 
driven by VBF 
& boosted 
category

H → τ τ H → bb̄

H➝bb: Run1 ATLAS+CMS 2.6σ (3.7 exp) 

VH(➝bb) production: overcome large QCD background  

3 channels: 0,1,2 leptons 
Backgrounds: W/Z+jets, tt 
Observable: BDT including mbb 

Paolo Meridiani

EVIDENCE FOR H➝bb

26

ATLAS-CONF-2017-041

Evidence for VH(bb): 3.6σ when 
combined with ATLAS Run1

3.5σ (3.0 exp)

H➝bb: Run1 ATLAS+CMS 2.6σ (3.7 exp) 

VH(➝bb) production: overcome large QCD background  

3 channels: 0,1,2 leptons 
Backgrounds: W/Z+jets, tt 
Observable: BDT including mbb 

Paolo Meridiani

EVIDENCE FOR H➝bb

26

ATLAS-CONF-2017-041

Evidence for VH(bb): 3.6σ when 
combined with ATLAS Run1

3.5σ (3.0 exp)

eμ
μτh

e τh

τhτh

Using

4.9 σ 3.5 σfrom run 2



HL-LHC schedule

3

HL-LHC parameters and timeline

Nominal LHC:   √s = 14 TeV, L= 1x1034 cm-2 s-1

Integrated luminosity ATLAS and CMS 300 fb-1 by 2023 (end of Run-3)

HL-LHC:          √s = 14 TeV, L= 5x1034 cm-2 s-1  (levelled)
Integrated luminosity ATLAS and CMS 3000 fb-1 by ~ 2035   

LS2 (2019-2020):
� LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU)
� Civil engineering for HL-LHC equipment P1,P5
� First 11 T dipoles P7; cryogenics in P4
� Phase-1 upgrade of LHC experiments 

LS3 (2024-2026):
� HL-LHC installation 
� Phase-2 upgrade of ATLAS and CMS

Project timeline from radiation damage to machine components (inner triplets): end of lifetime ~2023

Schedule driven by radiation damage 
to inner triplet (eol: 2023)



A few physics example for HL-LHC

• measurement of Higgs couplings 

• deviations may be at the few %-level 

• access to second generation couplings H→μμ 

• 20-30% larger discovery potential (8 TeV) 

• precision measurements

6

HL-LHC physics case

If new particles discovered in Run 2-3: 
Æ HL-LHC may find more and provide first 

detailed exploration of the new physics with 
well understood machine and experiments

Precise measurements of the Higgs boson 

E.g. H couplings (interaction strengths) to other 
particles with precision 2-5% (10% at nominal LHC)
New Physics can alter these couplings by < 5% 
Æ highest experimental precision needed to detect it 

In addition: measure H couplings to second-generation particles through rare HÆ μμ decay 
Nominal LHC: only couplings to (heavier) third-generation particles (top-quark, b-quark, 𝜏𝜏-lepton) 

1

Discovery potential for new particles

~20-30% larger (up to m ~ 8 TeV) than nominal LHC

2

3
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Future Circular Collider FCC

• Study for a 100 km ring providing collisions at 100 TeV cm 

• employs injector chain of CERN



FCC Conceptual Design Report by end 2018

• pp-Collider (FCC-hh) – sets the boundary conditions 

• 100 km ring, √s=100 TeV, L~2x1035  

• HE-LHC is included (~28 TeV) 

• e+e--Collider as a possible first step 

• √s= 90 - 350 GeV,  
L~1.3x1034 at high E 

• eh-Collider as an option 

• √s=3.5 TeV, L~1034 



Neutrino Physics at CERN in the LHC era

• with the ESPP of 2012…  
…decision to end CNGS in 2012 

• Establishment of a Neutrino Platform at CERN 

• as a springboard for European Physicists to engage in accelerator based 
neutrino physics in the US and in Japan 

• Detector development (initial emphasis on Lar TPC) 

• Extension of EHN1 hall
Charged particles from SPS 

available



Short baseline programme at Fermilab

• To resolve experimental 
inconsistencies in the 
measured ν-spectrum 

• SBND (near detector) 

• MicroBooNE 
(operating) 

• MiniBooNE 

• refurbished ICARUS 
arrived at Fermilab

Lockyer | INC March 30, 20175



J-PARC at Neutrino Platform

• 3% precision H2O/CnHn 
cross-section ratio 

• Study of νμ energy 
reconstruction 

• wide angle θ coverage 

• complementary to 
ND280



Long baseline neutrino programmes

• Fermilab is constructing a  
long baseline neutrino facility 
(LBNF), a wide band neutrino 
beam to the DUNE experiment 
(40 kt LArTPC) in South Dakota 

• Tokyo is considering Hyper-K 
(water Cherenkov detector) at 
Kamioka 

• Goals: neutrino-oscillation 
parameters, mass hierarchy and 
CP-violation, …



CP violation

• Both Noνa and T2K see slight 
preference for CP violation in neutrino 
sector 

• angle around 270°  

• good prospects for large mass 
detectors 

16

θ13 from reactor exp.
CP-conservation excluded @90% CL
NH -2.978 ~ -0.467 (90 %CL)
IH -1.466 ~ -1.272 (90 %CL)

T2K

T2K: From J-Parc to Super-K (295 km)
θ23 = 45˚?
NOvA: Exclude maximal mixing at 2.6σ
T2K: consistent with maximal mixing

17

NOvA 

Constraints:
• global reactor constraint of  

sin22θ13=0.086±0.05
• solar neutrino osc. parameters to PDG
• Sin2θ23 & 'm2

32 and with NOvA Qμ
disappearance results

J.M.Bian@ ICHEP2016

• Global best fit: Normal Hierarchy, 
δCP = 1.49π, sin2θ23 = 0.4

• IH, δCP~π/2 is rejected (3σ) for 
lower octant

• Both octants and MHs are allowed at 
1σ, best fit IH-NH: Δ𝜒2=0.47

NOvA: From Fermilab to Minnesota (810 km)

Noνa

T2K



LAr Technology

• LarTPC large scale active detectors 

• few mm precision 

• good energy resolution



Neutrino Platform at CERN
To develop experimental 
techniques, e.g. 
protoDUNE 
– single phase LArTPC 
– double phase LArTPC

Lockyer | INC March 30, 201711

CERN Neutrino Platform
CERN support of international neutrino program
• Major CERN infrastructure investment for DUNE: 

– New building: EHN1 extension in the North area
– Two tertiary charged-particle beam lines
– Two large (8x8x8m3) cryostats & cryogenic systems

ProtoDUNE-DP ProtoDUNE-SP

Beneficial�occupancy
later�this�year

11/08/2016 Mark Thomson | DOE Review of LBNF/DUNE29

Building blocks of 
DUNE detector



Preparing the protoDUNE cryostat structures at CERN

at the neutrino platform

preparing the cryostat 
inner structures

active volume 6x6x6 m3 



LBNF / DUNE - far detector

• Sanford Lab Reliability FY16 – 18 (~30M$) 

• Ross shaft rehab; Hoist motor rebuild… 

• Pre-Exc Construction FY17 – 18 (~15M$) 

• Rock disposal systems 

• Ross headframe upgrade, more… 

• Excavation & Surface Construction  
FY19 – 22 (~300M$) 

• Cryostats/Cryogenic Systems  FY20 – 25 
(In kind)



Summary

• Astroparticle Physics and Particle Physics share many concepts 

• Experimental techniques 

• precision particle spectra 

• Observation of high energy gamma rays and neutrinos spurs additional interest in cosmic 
accelerators 

• Consistent description of the evolution of the Universe from quantum phase to large scale 
structures 

• Detection of gravitational waves establishes a new observational discipline;  
multi-messenger identification of neutron star merger is an experimental triumph 

• Graviton is a new particle


